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ABSTRACT: In this work, the effect of embossing and restorating dimples on the fundamental natural frequency 

for a fully clamped rectangular AL1060 plate was experimentally and numerically studied. The FE simulation 

software DEFORM 2D was used to analyze the plate behavior during the embossing and restoration process while 

SolidWorks 2018 was used to conduct the vibration analysis. It was found that the plate fundamental frequency 

is affected by different parameters of embossing and restoration process such as diameter, height, number, 

location, and orientation of the restorated embossed dimples. Increasing the restorated dimple diameter and 

embossing height increases the fundamental frequency, an increment of 3.66% in the fundamental frequency can 

be achieved when locating a single restorated dimple at the plate center. Increasing the number of restorated 

embossed dimples from 4 to 9 increases the fundamental frequency from 12.69% to 23.54% respectively. For 

multiple restorated dimples, distributing these restorated dimples near the clamped edges as close as possible 

increases the fundamental frequency. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Among the important challenges facing engineers when designing or developing sheet metal products is how to 

reduce the weight of the final product in order to reduce costs, save energy and make the best use of available 

resources. One of the recent solutions to reduce weight is the use of light metals such as aluminum alloys and 

magnesium alloys. It is also possible to reduce the products weight by reducing its parts thickness, but decreasing 

the part thickness decreases its formability, as well as decreasing its strength and stiffness [1]. One of the solutions 

to overcome these problems can be utilizing the embossing and restoration process. In embossing process, a 

spherical punch is used to bulge the sheet plate producing a dimple on the plate surface; then the restoration 

process is conducted by compressing the embossed dimple between flat surface tools [2]. Embossing and 

restoration strengthen the light weight parts and increase its rigidity and bending strength [3,4]. Other plate 

mechanical properties like yield stress, hardness and plate stiffness also improved due to increasing local plastic 

hardening and residual stress [5]. Solid bosses are important construction of light weight components, they are 

widely used in automobile and electronic industries [6]. Dimple depth, dimple diameter, number of dimples, 

distribution pattern, sheet material, plate thickness, sheet rolling direction can be considered as key parameters in 

embossing restoration process [7-10]. 

Structures like aircrafts, ships, submarines, pressure vessels, are structures having vibrating parts which operates 

within dynamic environment. Controlling the vibration properties of such parts is an important engineering field 

area. These properties can be modified through different methods, one of them is part shape modification by 

adding stiffeners. Stiffened plates are widely used in these structures because they are lightweight and have high 

strength [11]. Plate vibration characteristics can also be enhanced by adding spherical dimples which affects the 

local stiffness of the plate without changing its mass [12]. Using multilayered structures, Sandwich structures, 

Corrugated Plates, orthotropic plates, composite plates can also consider as alternating methods which improves 

the structure vibrating characteristics [13-16]. 

Structural plates may contain openings with different shapes for doors and windows, these openings decrease the 

stiffness of the structure therefore flanges are added to these openings to increase the structure stiffness [17-21]. 

In this study, the effects of embossing and restoration technique on the stiffness and the fundamental natural 

frequency of aluminum fully clamped rectangular plate is investigated. The effect of location, number, and 

orientation of restorated dimples on the fundamental frequency were studied too. 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Rectangular soft Aluminium (AA1060) plate was used in this work with dimensions (200x200x1mm). To estimate 

the plate mechanical properties, a tensile test specimen was cut along the rolling direction of the sheet with 

dimensions according to ASTM-E8 standard [22]. The results were found as [Yield strength = 56MPa, Tensile 

strength = 112MPa, Young’s modulus = 69GPa]. The material flow stress was obtained from the true stress true 

strain curve and was defined as (σ = 168 ε0.134). 

Dimple Embossing and Restoration 

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the dimpling and restoration process. The dimple is first embossed 

by pushing the hemispherical end punch a distance of (h1 mm) onto the plate surface. For the restoration process, 

the dimple is compressed between two flat platens till the inner surface of the dimple touches the lower platens 

resulting in a restorated dimple height of (h2 mm). 

 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the dimpling and restoration processes 

To understand the behavior of the plate during the dimpling and restoration process, four hemispherical end 

punches with diameters (20, 25, 30, 35mm) were fabricated. Each punch was used to emboss a single dimple at 

different heights (0.1, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25D; where D is the punch head diameter). The dimples were then 

restorated to h2 heights. 

Vibration Tests 

Vibration experiments were carried out with the set-up shown in figure 2 to measure the fundamental natural 

frequency for the different formed plates. The set-up consists of a plate which was clamped on all its four corners 

(CCCC), an accelerometer of the type (4368) with (4.24 μv/m 𝑠 −1) sensitivity, (RIGOL DS1102E) oscilloscope, 

impact hammer of type (780985-01) with (2.27 mV/N) sensitivity, (Brüel & Kjaer Type 2626) charge amplifier. 

Tests were conducted to estimate the effect of (height, diameter, location, number, and orientation) of restorated 

dimples on the plate fundamental natural frequency.  

 

Figure 2. Vibration test set-up 

SIMULATION MODELLING  

To analyze the dimpling and restoration processes for the aluminum plate, the FE model was created by using the 

commercial software DEFORM 2D. Because the embossed dimple is axially symmetric, a 2D axisymmetric 

geometry was chosen to simplify the model.  The plate material was assumed to be Elastic-Plastic; while the other 

parts (Punch, Die, Holder) were assumed as rigid parts and shear friction model was assumed between punch and 
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plate. Rectangular elements were used to mesh the plate with 1314 elements and 1517 nodes. Adaptive remesh 

criteria was adopted in this work with a minimum mesh size of 0.05mm in the interface zone. The movement was 

assigned to the punch; while the die and holder were fixed. The Normalized Cockcroft & Latham with critical 

value equals to 0.4 was used as the fracture criteria. 

For the vibration analysis, the restorated dimple model was imported from DEFORM 2D to SolidWorks 2018. 

The later was used to model the plate and the restorated dimple as a planar surface. Shell elements were used to 

mesh the plate with elements of size 4mm, this generates 5012 elements and 10225 nodes. The boundary 

conditions for the plate edges were CCCC (where C stands for clamped edge) as shown in figure 3. Different 

configurations were modelled to study the effect of the restorated dimple different parameters on the plate 

fundamental frequency. 

 

Figure 3. Plate edge supporting conditions 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To verify the validity of DEFORM 2D model, punches were used to emboss dimples at different heights. Dimples 

with different heights were restorated, their final shape and height were verified with the experiment result. Figure 

4 shows the final restored dimple shape, this dimple was embossed for different heights using a 35mm diameter 

punch.  

Dimple Height (h1) Numerical Experimental 

 

 

3.50 mm 

 

  
 

 

5.25 mm 

 

 
 

 

 

7.00 mm 

 

 
 

 

 

8.75 mm 

 

  

Figure 4. Final shape comparison for restorated dimples (Punch diameter 35mm) 

Table 1 list the numerical and experimental results of the restorated dimple height for dimples embossed at 

different heights with different punch diameters. It can be noted that increasing the punch diameter allows to 

emboss higher dimple and this in turn increases the final height of the restorated dimple.   

Table 1. Restorated dimple height for different punches 

Dimple 

height 

(mm) 

Punch diameter D (mm) 

20 25 30 35 

Numerical Experimental Numerical Experimental Numerical Experimental Numerical Experimental 
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0.10 D 0.076 0.05 0.211 0.20 0.526 0.49 0.732 0.76 

0.15 D 0.73 0.69 0.764 0.72 1.53 1.48 1.76 1.70 

0.20 D 1.33 1.26 1.46 1.39 1.928 1.73 2.84 2.75 

0.25 D 1.898 1.89 2.386 2.27 3.032 2.92 3.94 3.92 

 

It is obvious from figure 4 and table 1 that the proposed model has good agreement with the experimental results, 

therefore it can be used to simulate the dimpling and restoration process effectively. 

Effect of Dimple Height and Diameter 

Each model of restorated dimples mentioned in table 1 was located at the center of CCCC plate to estimate its 

fundamental natural frequency. Figure 5 shows that increasing both dimple diameter and height increases the 

fundamental natural frequency. 

The embossing and restoration process increases the strength and rigidity of the plate, this is due to the increase 

in local work hardening produced by the embossed dimple. Using a punch with 35mm diameter to emboss a 

dimple for 8.75mm height (i.e. 0.25D) and then restorated it for a height of (3.94mm) increases the fundamental 

frequency up to (229.43 Hz) compared with plate with no restorated dimple (221.32 Hz). However, the increase 

in fundamental frequency is limited by dimple height and dimple wall thickness; i.e. increasing dimple height 

decreases the dimple wall thickness which leads to decreasing plate stiffness. 

 

Figure 5. Variation of fundamental natural frequency at different dimple height and diameter 

Effect of Restorated Dimple location  

In this case there is a single restorated dimple that change its location on the plate surface to find out how this 

effects the fundamental frequency. Figure 6 shows that the fundamental frequency increases significantly when 

the restorated dimple located near the plate corners or near the plate center. When the restorated dimple is near 

the plate corner, it will decrease the dimensions of the half wave which in turn increases the fundamental 

frequency. When the restorated dimple is at the center of the plate, this will increase the stiffness of the plate at 

this location. The highest value for the fundamental frequency (229.43 Hz) was obtained at the center of the plate 

which gives an increase in the fundamental frequency by 3.66%. 
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Figure 6. Effect of restorated dimple location on fundamental frequency D = 35mm, h2 = 3.94mm  

Effect of Number and Orientation of Restorated Dimples  

To study the effect of restorated dimple number and orientation on the fundamental frequency, different 

configurations were adopted as shown in figure 7. In configurations (4L, 5L1, 9L) the restorated dimples 

distributed in linear array, the distance from the clamped edge to the center of outer dimple equals 30mm, while 

for configurations (4C, 5C, 9C) the circular array pattern was used to distribute the restorated dimples and the 

distance from the plate center to the center of outer dimple equals 70mm. For configurations (5L2, 5L3, 5L4), 

liner array pattern was used with distance from the clamped edge to the center of outer dimple equals 40, 50, and 

60mm respectively. 

     
4L 4C 5C 5L1 5L2 

    

 

5L3 5L4 9L 9C  

Figure 7. Different configurations for restorated dimples (D = 35mm, h2 = 3.94mm) 

Figure 8 shows the effect of four restorated dimples at different locations on the plate fundamental frequency. For 

configuration 4L; when the restorated dimples center moves away from the clamped edge towards the plate center, 

the fundamental natural frequency first increases then drops near the plate center. For the 4C configuration, the 

fundamental natural frequency decreases as the restorated dimples center move from the clamped edge toward the 

plate center. The maximum improvement in the fundamental natural frequency for configuration 4L was 12.69% 

when the restorated dimples center was about 37mm far from the clamped edge. For 4C configuration, the 

fundamental natural frequency was improved by 10.09% when the restorated dimples center are located near the 

clamped edge. 

Figure 9 shows the variation of fundamental frequency for 5 restorated dimples at different locations, the same 

behavior as that for 4 restorated dimples was obtained here. It can be noted that there is good agreement between 

the numerical and the experimental results.  For 5L configuration, the fundamental natural frequency increases up 

to 257.88 Hz then it drops near the plate center, this results in an improvement of 16.52% in the fundamental 

natural frequency. For the 5C configuration, the improvement in the fundamental frequency reaches 13% when 

the restorated dimples are near the clamped edge. 
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Figure 8. Variation of fundamental frequency with restorated dimples location 4 dimples, D = 35mm, h2 = 

3.94mm  

 

Figure 9. Effect of restorated dimples location on fundamental frequency 5 dimples, D = 35mm, h2 = 3.94mm 

For 8 restorated dimples moving away from the clamped edge, the fundamental frequency decreases for both 8L 

and 8C configurations as shown in figure 10. However, the decrease for the 8L configuration is less than that for 

the 8C. When the restorated dimple is near the edge, the improvement in the fundamental frequency is about 

20.13% and 17.74% for 8L and 8C configurations respectively. For 9 restorated dimples, again the fundamental 

frequency decreases for both 9L and 9C configurations when these dimples move toward the plate center as shown 

in figure 11. When the restorated dimple is near the edge, the improvement in the fundamental frequency for 9L 

configuration is about 23.54% while it is about 20.19% for 9C configuration. 

 

Figure 10. variation of fundamental frequency with restorated dimples location 8 dimples, D = 35mm, h2 = 

3.94mm  

 

Figure 11. Effect of restorated dimples location on fundamental frequency 9 dimples, D = 35mm, h2 = 3.94mm 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the results obtained by both FE simulation and experimental results on the effect of adding restorated 

dimples at different locations and orientations on fundamental natural frequency of CCCC plate, some conclusion 

can be summarized as follows:  

• A FE model of the dimpling and restorating process was created in DEFORM 2D and verified with 

experimental work. The simulation results show good agreement with that conducted experimentally.   

• For one restorated dimple, it is recommended to locate it at the plate center to obtain 3.66% increase in 

the fundamental frequency. 

• Increasing the number of restorated dimples increases the fundamental natural frequency of the plate.  

• The linear array pattern (L configurations) for distributing the restorated dimples gives better 

improvement in the fundamental frequency than the circular array pattern (C configurations). 

• For all C configurations, its recommended to locate the restorated dimples as close as possible to the 

clamped edge. 

• For 8 restorated dimples and more, it is recommended to distribute them close to the clamped edges. 

 

This work can be extended in the future to investigate the effect of embossing and restoration process on the 

fundamental frequency of aluminum alloy plates having different shapes with different edge support conditions. 

Additional orientations and distribution patterns can also be investigated.  
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